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MID-YEAR REVIEW
INVESTMENT-THESES 2020
A self-critical review of our theses from January,
including our outlook for the second half of the year.

Equity markets
1. After a good start, the outcome of the US

stocks are also interesting, whereas defensive
stocks are expensive
Technology and internet stocks survived the

election should determine the further

pandemic best.

development of the stock markets in the

A further economic improvement would support

second half.

cyclical assets. Balancing risks, also defensive

COVID-19 stopped the rally abruptly.

stocks remain in the portfolio.

Joe Biden, who is currently ahead of Trump,
stands for higher corporate taxes. Hence the US

6. We are starting the year with some values from

election bears greater risks than before. Also,

the energy and raw materials sectors.

the trade war got into focus again, and the

These values have not paid off yet.

COVID-19 pandemic continues to spread.

The expansionary fiscal policy will lead to
inflationary trends supporting these assets.

2. In addition to monetary policy, the trade
conflict has eased recently. The recession

7. Value companies have been doing better than

risks are thus averted.

growth stocks since September 2019. This

The recession came unexpectedly through the

trend will continue.

pandemic.

Value stocks have been increasing recently.

The fiscal policy now comes along with the

Stocks with a decent price-to-book ratio will be

loose monetary policy. All global measures add

affected positively by a continuing economic

up to over USD 18’000 billion, constituting a

recovery.

powerful driver for the stock markets and the
global economy.

Bonds
18. The 10-year US Treasury yield will only go down

Geographic regions

if a recession comes.

3. Europe should also benefit from the easing of

The virus-induced recession has actually led to

trade tensions. European equities become
particularly interesting if fiscal policy is made
more expansive.
Europe has performed worse.

declining yields on government bonds.
Government-funded fiscal projects should put
upward pressure on long-dated government
bonds.

The planned European reconstruction fund will
help EU stocks.

19. Our favorites in the area of bonds remain
hybrid papers with inflation protection.

Sectors
4. In Europe and the US, cyclical stocks will
initially benefit from the improvement in the
economy.
Both defensive and some cyclical stocks have

Hybrid bonds have yielded less this year.
Hybrids will benefit with rising inflation rates.
Currencies
10. We expect the USD to depreciate against the

risen relative to the market.

EUR. The CHF should trend weaker towards the

Selected cyclical stocks from Europe belong to

EUR and the USD in the first half of the year.

the portfolio.

The EUR and the USD were equally strong, the
CHF however, remained the strongest currency.

5. In the US, technology and internet stocks
remain in the portfolio. Individual industrial

In the next six months, we expect the EUR and
the USD to advance slightly ahead of the CHF.
Our hypothesis has so far proved to be correct.
... has so far proved to be only partially correct.
... has so for proved to be incorrect.

